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DESCRIBING THE PROPER II-SHAPE CATEGORY

BY USING NON-CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS

Yiiji Akaike and Katsuro Sakai, Tsukuba, Japan

Abstract. In this paper, we describe the proper II-shape category by using non-continuous func

tions. Moreover, applying non-continuous homotopies, we show that the Cech expansion is a polyhedral
expansion in the proper II-homotopy category.

1. Introduction

In homotopy theory, because of pathological situations (e.g., some spaces have
only constant maps from spheres), spaces should be restricted to ones having homo
topy type of polyhedra (simplicial complexes) or ANR's. But this restriction can be
removed by approximating spaces by inverse systems of polyhedra or ANR's (called
polyhedral expansions or ANR expansions). Roughly speaking, shape theory is a
homotopy theory of such inverse systems approximating spaces, where a morphism
between spaces X and Y is represented by a system of maps between spaces (poly
hedra or ANR's) consisting of inverse systems approximating X and Y. Thus the
shape category is described by using external elements. Refer to [16], To treat
non-compact but locally compact spaces, proper maps and proper homotopies are
very useful. Proper shape theory corresponds to proper homotopy theory.

As an intrinsic description without external elements, after Felt's work [13],

Sanjurjo [19] described a shape category of compacta by using non-continuous
functions between spaces themselves, which is extended to arbitrary spaces in [7].
In [20], he also gave another intrinsic description of shape by using upper semi
continuous (u.s.c.) multi-valued functions, which is also extended to arbitrary spaces

in [5] and [8]. By using the method in [20], Cerin [5] gave an intrinsic description of
the proper shape, where the proper shape is defined by the proper homotopy category
of topological spaces and the proper homotopy category of polyhedra (cf. [16]).

As Menger manifold theory developed, (proper) II-shape theory was introduced
by using (proper) II-homotopy instead of (proper) homotopy (cf. [9]' [10], [11],
[1]). It is said that (proper) maps f, g : X -> Yare (proper) II-homotopic if
f 0 hand g 0 h are (proper) homotopic for any (proper) map h : Z -> X of a
space Z with dim Z ~ II. In this paper, we describe (proper) II-shape category
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by using non-continuous functions between spaces themselves as in [13] and [19].
Our approach is also available to obtain the (proper) n-shape version of the other
Sanjurjo's description using upper semi-continuous multi-valued functions in [20]
and [5]. Since the definition of (proper) n-homotopy itself is external, it cannot
be expected purely internal description, but our description is sufficiently internal.
We mainly concern ourselves with the description of the proper n-shape category.
Removing the words "proper(1y)" and "locally compact", we obtain the description
of the n-shape category in the class of separable metrizable spaces or the class of
compact Hausdorff spaces, that will be discussed in the last section.

In the general theory of shape [16, Ch.I, §2], the notion of expansions of spaces
is fundamental. The Cech expansion for X is a typical polyhedral expansion of X
in the homotopy category, which is proved by applying [16, Ch.I, §4, Lemma 1].
However, in the proper n-homotopy category the same approach is difficult. Even in
the proper homotopy category, we have troubles because the path space is not locally
compact and maps are not proper in the proof of [16, Ch.I, §4, Lemma 1]. In §5, we
apply the notion of non-continuous n-homotopy to prove that the Cech expansion
of X is a polyhedral expansion of X in the proper n-homotopy category. It should
be remarked that, even in the n-homotopy category, the existence of polyhedral
expansions of non-metrizable compacta are discussed in [15]. In the last section, we
prove that if X is a separable metrizable space or a compact Hausdorff space, then
the Cech expansion of X is a polyhedral expansion of X in the n-homotopy category.

As shape theory, proper shape theory can be described by various methods and
all descriptions except the Ball-Sher's method [4] are equivalent to each others, that
is, they are categorically isomorphic to each others (cf. [3]). In [18]' it is shown that
the Ball-Sher's category is isomorphic to a subcategory of the proper shape category.
In proper n-shape theory, we have the same situation.

2. Preliminaries

Throughout the paper, maps are assumed to be continuous but functions are not.
Except the last section, spaces are assumed to be locally compact separable metriz
able.

For collections .d and !16of subsets of X, .d -< !16means that .d refines !16,

that is, each A E .d is contained in some B E !16. By cov(X), we denote the set of
all star-finite covers of a space X consisting of relatively compact! open sets, where
cov(X) is directed by the refinement, (i.e., 'f/ ~ ,,//means ,,// -< 'f/). By Q(X),
we denote the directed set of finite subcollections of cov(X) with the order c. For
'f/ E cov(X) and A C X, let st(A, 'f/) = U{ U E 'f/ I A n U i- 0}. We define
st 'f/ = {st( U, 'f/) I U E 'f/}.

Let ,,// E cov( Y). Two functions f, g : X ---7 Yare ,,//-close to each other (written

1A subset of X is said to be relatively compact if it has the compact closure in X.
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by f ~ g) if {{f(x), g(x)} I x E X} --< 1/. For proper maps f, g : X -+ Y, f ~p g

means that f is properly homotopic to g. It is said that f is properly l1-homotopic to

g (written by f c!dp g) if fh ~p gh for any proper map h : Z -+ X from an arbitrary
space Z with dimZ ~ 11. The proper homotopy class (or the proper n-homotopy

class) of a proper map f : X -+ Y is denoted by [f]p (or [f]~). By [X, Y]p (or
[X, Y] ~), we denote the collection of all proper homotopy classes (or the collection
of all proper n-homotopy classes) of proper maps from X to Y.

By K"/£, we denote the nerve of %' E cov(X) and its polyhedron. Since %' is
star-finite, K,,/£ is a locally finite simplicial complex, hence it is locally compact and

metrizable. Each V E %' is a vertex of K,,/£ and %' is the O-skeleton K~) of K"/£. The
simplex spanned by vertices Vo, VI, ... , Vk E %' is denoted by (Vo, VI, ... , Vk)'

Let V E %' = K~. The star and the link at V in K,,/£ are denoted by St( V, K,,/£ )

and Lk( V, K"/£ ), respectively. Let VO = St( U, K,,/£ ) \ Lk( U, K,,/£ ), which is called
the open star at V in K"/£. We denote %,0 = {VO I V E %'} E cov(K"/£).

Let 1/>"/£: X -+ K,,/£ be a canonical map for %', that is, 1/>;;;)(VO) C V for every
V E %', in other words, 1/>"/£(x) E (Vo, VI, ... , Vk) if Vo, VI, ... , Vk E %' are all
members containingx. (Since canonical maps for %' are contiguous to each others,
the proper homotopy class of 1/>"/£is uniquely determined.) Then 1/>"/£is a proper
map. Observe

1/>;;;1 ( lr) c n V for each simplex a of K"/£,
UEcr(O)

where lr is the interior of a and a(O) is the set of vertices of a. One should remark that

1/>"/£(V) c St( V, K"/£ ) but 1/>;;;1 (St( V, K"/£ )) (/. cl V nor 1/>"/£(V) (/. VO in general. For

example, let X = [0, 1] and %' = {u, V} E cov(X), where U = [0, ~), V = (~, 1].

Definef: X -+ K,,/£ by f([O,~]) = V,f([~, 1]) = V and

f(t) = (2 - 3x)V + (3x - I)V E (V, V) for x E [~, ~].

Then f is a canonical map, whence f-I (St( V, K,,/£ )) = f-I (K"/£) = X (/. cl V nor
f( V) (/. VO because f( V) :1 V.

For simplicity of arguments, we assume that a canonical map 1/>"/£: X -+ K,,/£

satisfies the condition that 1/>"/£(V) C VO for each V E %' and 1/>;;;1 (lr) i- 0 for each
simplex aof K"/£. In fact, let (ku )UE"/£ bea partition of unity on Xsuch thatku(x) > 0

for each x E U (cf. [17, p.27]), and define 1/>"/£(x) = 2:UE"/£ ku(x)U E K,,/£ (note

%' = K~).

For %" --< %' E cov(X), let I/>Jt' : K"/£I -+ K,,/£ be a simplicial map such that

V C I/>Jt' (V) for each V E K~), = %,'. Since such maps from K,,/£, to K"/£ are

contiguous to each others, the proper homotopy class of I/>Jt' is uniquely determined.

Observe that I/>:Jt' is a proper map. For each V' E %,', I/>:Jt'(St(U', K"/£I)) C

St(l/>:Jt' (V')) and I/>:Jt'(V,O) C I/>:Jt'(V')o.
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Let K be a simplicial complex and %' E cov(X). A partial %' -realization of K
is a map f :L -> X of a subcomplex L of K with K(O) C L such that for each simplex
(j of K, f( (j n L) is contained in some member of %'. In case L = K, f is called a
full %' -realization of K. In order that X is an ANR, it is necessary and sufficient that
each %' E cov(X) has a refinement 1/ E cov(X) such that any partial 1/ -realization
of an arbitrary simplicial complex extends to a full %' -realization [14]. We call such
a refinement 1/ a Lefschetz refinement of %'.

3. Proper j/ -continuous functions

Let 1/ E cov( Y). A function f : X -> Y is said to be 1/ -continuous if each x E X
has a neighborhood U such that f( U) is contained in some member of j/, in other
words, there exists %' E cov(X) such thatf(%') -< "1/, i.e., %' -< rl(y). Clearly,
f :X -> Y is continuous if and only if f is j/ -continuous for every j/ E cov( Y).

Note that a map f :X -> Y is proper if and only if for any compact set D C Y

there is a compact set C C X such that f(X \ C) c Y \ D. A non-continuous
function f : X -> Y is similarly said to be proper if for any compact set D C Y there
is a compact set C C X such that f(X \ C) c Y \ D. Then the following follows:

LEMMA 3.1. A function f : X -> Y is proper if it is j/ -close to a proper
function g : X -> Y for some 1/ E cov( Y).

Proof For any compact set D C Y, let D' be the closure of st(D, 1/) in Y.
Since j/ is star-finite, D meets only finitely many members of j/, and the closure of
each of them is compact, hence D' is compact. Then there is a compact set C C X
such that g(X \ C) C Y \ D'. For each x E X \ C, {f(x), g(x)} is contained in some
V E j/ and g(x) f/. st(D, 1/), hence V n D = 0. Thus we have f(X \ C) c Y \ D.
o

It is said that two proper 1/ -continuous functions f, g : X -> Yare properly

j/ -continuously homotopic to each others (written by f Zp g) if there is a proper
st j/ -continuous function H : X x [0, 1] -> Y such that Ho = f, HI = g, and HI W

is j/-continuous for some neighborhood W of X x {O, I} in X x [0,1] (i.e., each
x E X has a neighborhood U in X with E > ° such that each of H (U x [0, E))

and H(U x (1 - E, 1]) are contained in some member of j/). We call H a proper
j/ -continuous homotopy from f to g.

One might wonder why we don't define H in the above to be j/ -continuous. He

should remark that, given two proper 1/ -continuous functions F, G : X x [0, 1] -> Y

such that FI = Go, if H : X x [0,1] -> Y is defined by H, = FZt for t ~ ~

and Hr = Gzt- I for t ~ ~ then H is st j/ -continuous (cf. the proof of Lemma
3.2 below) but, in general, it is not 1/-continuous. For example, let Y = [0,1],
j/ = {[O, ~), (~, I]} E cov(Y), and let F, G : X x [0,1] -> Y be j/-continuous

functions defined by Ft(X) = ° for t < 1, FI(X) = ~, Go = ~ and Gt(X) = 1 for

t > 0. Then the above H is not 1/ -continuous. Thus, in order that the relation Zp
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is an equivalence relation on the set of proper Y -continuous functions from X to Y,
we have to define as above.

LEMMA3.2. For any two proper Y -continuous junctions f, g : X -+ Y, f ~ g

. I' f rIInp les ""p g.

Proof We define a proper function H : X x [0, 1] -+ Y by HI = f for t < !
and HI = g for t ~ ~. Then HIX x [0,1/2) U X x (1/2,1] is 1/-continuous.
On the other hand, each x E X has a neighborhood U in X such that f( U) is

contained in VI E Y and g( U) is contained in V2 E Y. Since f J;;. g, {J(x), g(x)}
is contained in some Vo E 1/. Then VI n Vo -::j: 0 and Vz n Vo -::j: 0, hence
H( U x [0, 1]) = f( U) U g( U) C st( Vo, 1/). Thus H is st Y -continuous. 0

The following is obvious:

LEMMA 3.3. Let h : Y -+ Z be a function such that h(1/) --< 1//, where

1/ E cov(Y) and 1// E cov(Z). Then f Zp g implies hf ~ hg for any two
1/ -continuous functions f, g : X -+ Y. 0

We also have the following:

LEMMA3.4. Let Y E cov(Y) and f, g : X -+ Y be 1/-continuousfunctions.

Then, f Zp g implies that there exists some all E cov(X) such that f( all), g( all) --< 1/

and fh Zp gh for any proper all -continuous function h : Z -+ X of an arbitrary
spaceZ.

Proof We have a proper Y -continuous homotopy H : X x [0, 1] -+ Y from f
to g, which is st Y -continuous and HIW is Y -continuous for some neighborhood W
of X x {a, I} in X x [0, 1]. Choose all E cov(X) so that for each U E all, there are
a < tl < ... < tn < 1 such that H(U x [0, td) and H(U x [tn, 1]) are contained
in some member of Y and each H(U x [t;-I, td) is contained in some member of
stY. If h : Z -+ X is all -continuous, h(1//) --< all for some 1// E cov(Z), hence
Ho(h x id) : Z x [0,1] -+ X is a proper Y-continuous homotopy from fh to gh.r
Thusfh ""p gh. 0

Let all E cov(X). Recall K"U denotes the nerve of all and IP"U : X -+ K"U

a canonical map such that IP"U (U) C UO for each U E all and IP,~/( ~) i- 0 for
each simplex a of K"U. A (non-continuous) function ljI"U : K"U -+ X is called a°
canonicaljunction for all if ljI"U (a) C nUEO"IO) U for each simplex a of K"U, whence
ljI"U (UO) C U for each U E all. It is easy to see that ljI"U is a proper all -continuous
function. Since such functions are all -close to each others, the proper all -continuous
homotopy class of ljI"U is uniquely determined.

LEMMA3.5. Let all' --< all E cov(X). Then the following hold.

1. IPq/(o//°) --< all, ljI"U(o//0) --< all;

2. ljI"U IP"U ~ idx, IP"U ljI"U ~o idK"U;
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''It' ''It "lt0 ''It' ''It'
3. If/''lttP''lt = If/''lt', tP"lt = tP"lt tP"lt" tP"lt -::=ptP"lt tP"lt'·

Proof (1): Obvious. (2): Since If/''lt tP"lt (V) C If/''lt (VO) C V for each V E 0/£,

we have If/''lt tP"lt ~ idx. Since tP"lt If/''lt (VO) C tP"lt (V) C VO for each V E 0/£, we
"lt0

havetP"ltlf/"lt = idK"lt. (3): ForeachVEo/£',

If/''lt'(VO) eVe tPt(V) and If/''lttP:ff'(VO) C If/''lt(tP:ff'(vt) C tP:ff'(V).

Then If/''lttPt ~ If/''lt'. For each V E 0/£', V C tPt(V) E 0/£, tP"lt'(V) C vo,

tP"lt(tPt (V)) C tP:ff' (V)O and tPt (VO) C tPt (V)o. Then tP"lt ~o tPt tP"lt"

Moreover, tP"lt -::=ptP:ff'tP"lt' because tP"lt and tP:ff' tP"lt' are contiguous. D

Let 1/ E cov( Y) and n E N U {oo}. Two proper 1/ -continuous functions

( . ("Y,n) )'ff, g : X -> Y are properly 1/ -continuously n-homotopic wntten by f "'p g 1

there is some 0/£ E cov(X) such thatf( 0/£), g( 0/£) -< 1/ andflf/"lt IK¥;/ Zp glf/"lt IK¥;/

(flf/"lt Zp glf/"lt in case n = (0). Then it should be remarked that flf/"lt'IK~), Zp

glf/"lt'IK~), for every 0/£' -< 0/£ E cov(X). In fact, since If/''lttP:ff' :!!p If/''lt' and tPt
is continuous, it follows that

I (n) "Y ''It'l (n) "Y ''It'l (n) "Y I (n)flf/"lt' K"lt' "'pflf/"lttP"lt K"lt' "'p glf/"lttP"lt K"lt' "'p glf/"lt' K"lt"

Th .. h h l' ("Y,n). . 1 l' h fen It IS easy to see t at t e re atl0n "'p IS an eqUlva ence re atl0n on t e set 0
1/-continuous proper functions from X to Y.

By the following lemma, the phrase "properly 1/ -continuously homotopic" can
be replaced by "properly (1/, 00 )-homotopic".

LEMMA 3.6. For 1/ -continuous functions f, g : X -> Y, f Zp g if and only if
("Y,oo) "Y . . ("Y,n)

f "'p g. Hence, f "'p g IInplzes f "'p g for every n E N.

Proof First, assume f Zp g. By Lemma 3.4, we have 0/£ E cov(X) such that

fh Zp gh for any proper 0/£-continuous function h : Z -> X of an arbitrary space Z.

Th f"Y h' f ("Y,OO)en If/''lt "'p glf/"lt, t at IS, "'p g.

Conversely, assume f (~;) g, that is, there exists some 0/£ E cov(X) such

that f(o/£), g(o/£) -< 1/ and flf/"lt Zp glf/"lt. Since tP"lt is continuous, we have

flf/"lt tP"lt Zp glf/"lt tP"lt· On the other hand, since If/''lt tP"lt ~ idx, it follows that
"Y"Y "Y

f = flf/"lttP"lt andg = glf/"lttP"lt· Consequently,f "'p g. D

For proper maps f, g : X -> Y, it is obvious that f -::=pg implies f Zp g for
every 1/ E cov(Y). However, the n-homotopy version is non-trivial.

L 3 7 D f Y f n . l' f ("Y,n) fiEMMA . . ror proper maps , g : X -> , -::=pg Imp les "'p g or every

1/ E cov( V).
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Proof Consider X and Yas closed sets in Q\ {pt}. Letj, g : Q\ {pt} --+ Q\ {pt}
be proper maps extending f and g, respectively. We have a closed neighborhood N
of Y in Q \ {pt} and j/ = {V I V E cov(Y)} E cov(N) such that V n Y = V for each
V E cov(Y) and von···n Vk i- 0 implies von···n Vk i- 0 for any Va,'" , Vk E "f/,
hence the nerve Kj' can be identified with K·y. Let r = ljIy 0 C/Jj/ : N --+ Y. Recall
that each V E j/ is relatively compact in N. Since r(V) C ljI)/(VO) C V for each
V E 1/, r is Y-continuous and j/-close to idN, hence it is proper. It should be also
noticed that rl Y is Y -close to idN.

By [12]' there exists an n-invertible map ~ : /-In --+ Q, where /-In is the n

dimensional universal Menger compactum. Since dim ~-I(X) ::;;n, f~I~-I(X) '.:::.p

g~ I~-I(X) in Y. Since intN is an ANR, ~-I(X) has a neighborhood Win/-ln\~ -I(pt)

such thatj~IW '.:::.pg~IWin intN.
Let M be an open neighborhood of X in Q \ {pt} and 'PI' E cov(M) such that

~-I(M) C Wandj(st'PI'),g(st'PI') -< j/. Notethatlj(st'PI'),rg(st'PI') -< Y.
Since M is an ANR, 'PI' has a Lefschetz refinement 'PI" E cov(M). Choose

'PI E cov(X) so that st'PI -< 'PI". Then ljIo/L'IK~) : K~) --+ X is a partial 'PI"

realization of Ko/L', which extends to a full 'PI'-realization h : Ko/L' --+ M. Observe
that h is st 'PI'-close to ljIo/L', hence it is proper. Since ~ is n-invertible, we have a

proper map Tz : Kr;;) --+ ~ -I (M) C W such that ~ Iz = hIKr;;), whence

jhIK~) = j~/z '.:::.pg~Tz = ghIKr;;) in N.

- I (n))/ I (n)Therefore, rfh Ko/£ """p rgh Ko/L' in Y.

On the other hand, since h is st 'PI' -close to ljIo/L' and rj( st 'PI') -< Y, we have
- y - y

rfh = rfljlo/L' = rfljlo/L' = fljlo/L',

hence rjh Zp fljlo/£. Similarly rgh Zp gljlo/L'. Consequently, fljl"/£ IKr;;) Zp

1 (n) . (Y,n)gljlo/L' Ko/L' ' that IS,f """p g. 0

For each 1/ -continuous function f :X --+ Y, we have some 'PI E cov(X) such

that f( 'PI) -< 1/. Then, for each U E 'PI = K~, choosing cp(U) E Y = K~) so that
f(U) C cp(U), we can obtain a simplicial map cp : Ko/£ --+ Ky. Such a simplicial

map cp is said to be associated with f. For every 'PI' -< 'PI, cpC/JJt' : Ko/L" --+ Ky is

also associated with f. In fact, for each U E 'PI', since U C C/JJt' (U) E 'PI, we have

f(U) C f(C/JJt' (U)) C cp(C/J:!t' (U)).

LEMMA 3.8. Let f : X --+ Y be a Y -continuous ftlllction and cp : Ko/L' --+ K y
a simplicial map associated with f. Then, cpC/Jo/L'~ C/Jy f and ljIycpC/Jo/L' !::. f. Hence,

iff is proper then so is cpo

Proof For each U E 'PI, cpC/J"/£(U) C cp(UO) C cp(U)O and C/Jyf(U) C

C/Jycp(U) C cp(U)O, which implies cpC/Jo/£ yO rpyf. Moreover, ljIycpC/Jo/L'(U) C

ljIy( cp( U)O) C cp( U), hence ljIycprpo/L' !::. f. 0
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In case Y is an ANR, we have the following converse of Lemma 3.7.

.. (1/y,n)
LEMMA3.9. In case Y IS an ANR, there exiStS Yy E cov(Y) such that f """p g

implies f ~p g and f 1:'~g implies f '==p g for any proper maps f, g : X ---> Y from
an arbitrary space X.

Proof Since Y is an ANR, there exists Yo E cov( Y) such that any two st "j~

close proper maps from an arbitrary space to Yare proerly homotopic. Choose
'Yi, Y, Yy E cov( Y) so that 'Yi E cov( Y) is a star-refinement 00,&, st Y is a Lefschetz

refinementof"j~ and Yy E cov(Y) is a star-refinementofY. Since lfI}'/IK;~) is partial
st Y -realization of K}'/, it extends to a full 'Yi-realization q : K 1/ ---> Y. Observe that

q("j/O) -< st'Yi -< Yo and qcf>}'/~ idy, hence qcf>,/ '==p idy.

Letf, g : X ---> Y be proper maps such thatf (1):,~n)g, that is,f( all), g( all) -< "j/y

and flflau IKr;;) 1:'~glflau IK~) for some all E cov(X). Then we have a proper

stYy-continuous function H : Kr;;) x [0, 1] ---> Y such that Ho = flflau IKr;;), HI =
glfl%"IK~) and HIW is Yy-continuous for some neighborhood W of K~) x {O, I}

in K~) x [0,1]. Since His "j/-continuous, there is 1// E cov(K~) x [0,1]) and

a simplicial map H' : K 11/ ---> K}'/ associated with H, whence cf>}'/ H ~ H' cf>1I/.

Then we have a proper homotopy H = qH' cf>1I/: K~) x [0, 1] ---> Y such that

H ~ qcf>}'/H, hence Ho ~ qcf>}'/flfl%' IKr;;) and HI ~ qcf>}'/glflau IK~). Let h : Z ---> X
be a proper map from a space Z with dim Z ~ n. Then we have a proper map

h' : Z ---> Kr;;) such that cf>auh ~o h'. Since f(o//) -< "f/ and qcf>,/ ~ idy, it

follows thatfh ~ flfl%'cf>auh ~ flflauh' ~ qcf>-rflflauh' = qcf>}'/Hoh' ~ Hoh', hence

fh s~ Hoh', which implies that fh '==p Hoh'. Similarly, we have gh '==p Hlh'.

Consequently, fh '==p gh.

In the above, by replacing Kr;;) with X, we can show that f 1:'~g implies f '== p g.
o

The following is obvious:

LEMMA3.10. Let h : Y ---> Z be a ftmction such that h( Y) -< 1//, where

"f/ E cov(Y) and 11/ E cov(Z). Then, f ('~:;) g implies hf (1f:,;) hg for any two

"f/ -continuous junctions f, g : X ---> Y. 0
The following is the n-homotopy version of Lemma 3.4.

LEMMA3.11. Let "f/ E cov( Y) and f, g : X ---> Y be "f/ -continuous junctions.

Then, f ('?::;) g implies that there is some all E cov(X) such that f(o//), g(o//) -< Y

and fh ('~:;) gh for any proper all -continuous junction h : Z ---> X of an arbitrary

space Z.
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Proof. There exists some %' E cov(X) such that f(%'), g(%') -< 1/ and

fljl'f< IKY;) Zp gljl'f< IK¥;). For a proper %' -continuous function h : Z ----+ X, let

cp : K"1f/ ----+ K6/.t be a simplicial map associated with h. Since cp(K!;;)) C KY;)

and cp is continuous, it follows from Lemma 3.4 that fljl6/.tcpIK~;) Zp gljl";vcpIK~~.

On the other hand, ljI6/.tcpq,"1f/ ~ h by Lemma 3.8. Since q,"1f/ljI'ff/ ~o idK'ff/ and

cp(1j/O) -< %,0, it follows that ljI6/.tCp ~ ljI6/.tcpq,'ff/ljI'ff/ ~ hljl'ff/. Then we have

fhljl"1f/ Zp fljl'f<cp and ghljl"1f/ Zp gljl'f<cp. Therefore, fhljl'ff/IK!;;) Zp ghljl"1f/IK~;).
D

In case n = 00, Lemma 3.11 is none other than Lemma 3.4.

4. Proper proximate nets

A proper proximate net (1;..) : X ----+ Y is a net of (non-continuous) proper
functions f;.. : X ----+ Y indexed by a directed set A = (A,~) such that, for each

1/ E cov(Y), there exists A.o E A such that fAc Zp f;.. for all A. ~ Ao, whence 1;..is
"f/ -continuous for all A. ~ A.a. It is said that (f;..) is properly homotopic to a proper
proximate net (gs) : X ----+ Y indexed by a directed set {}.(denoted by (f;..) ':::'.p (gs))

provided, for each "f/ E cov(Y), there exist A.o E A and 00 E {}. such that f;.. Zp gli

for all A. ~ A.o and 0 ~ 00. Clearly, the relation ':::'.p among proper proximate nets
from X to Y is an equivalence relation. The equivalence class of a proper proximate
net (f;..) : X ----+ Y is denoted by [(f;.. )] p and called the proper homotopy class of (f;..).

The collection of all proper homotopy classes of proper proximate nets is denoted

by [X, Y]ppn' Every proper map f :X ----+ Y can be considered a proper proximate net
as the net consisting of only f indexed by itself.

A proper proximate Cech net (f-y) : X ----+ Y is a net of proper "f/ -continuous

functions f-y : X ----+ Y indexed by the directed set cov( Y) such that f-y Zp f-y' for
"f/' -< 1/ E cov( Y), where cov( Y) has the order ["f/ ~ "f/'] == ["f/' -< "1/]. Then a
proper proximate Cech net is clearly a proper proximate net.

LEMMA 4.1. Any proper proximate net is properly homotopic to a proper
proximate Cech net.

Proof. Let (f;..) : X ----+ Y be a proper proximate net. For each "1/ E cov( Y),
-y

choose A. ("f/) E A so thatf;.. "'p f;..(-y) for all A. ~ A. ("f/), and let h = f;..(-y). Then
for 1/1 -< "f/ E cov(Y), we have A. ~ A. ("1/), A. ("1/'), whence

-y -y'
f-y = f;..("Y) "'p f;.. "'p f;..(-YI) = f-y'·

Therefore, (f-y) : X ----+ Y is a proper proximate Cech net which is properly homotopic
to (f;..). D
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LEMMA 4.2. For any two proper proximate tech nets (f1/), (g1/) : X ~ Y,

(h) C=p(g1/) if and only if h Zp g1/ for each j/ E cov(Y).

Proof. The "if" part is trivial. To see the "only if" part, assume that (f1/) C=p
1/

(g1/). For each j/ E cov(Y), we have 11, "f/z E Q(Y) such thatf1/' "'p g1/fl for all
j/' -< 11 and j/" -< "f/z. By choose 1/0 -< j/, 11, "f/z, we have

1/ 1/ 1/
f1/ "'p f1/o "'p g1/o"'p g1/

because (f1/) and (g1/) are proper proximate Cech nets. 0

We shall define the composition [X, Y]ppn x [Y, Z]ppn ~ [X, Z]ppn' By Lemma
4.1, we may only consider proper proximate Cech nets.

LEMMA 4.3. Let (h), (fiy) : X ~ Y and (g"fl/), (g~) : Y ~ Z be

proper proxilizate tech nets, and g, g' : cov(Z) ~ cov(Y) be functions so that

g"fl/(g(iP)),g~(g'(11')) -< 11' for each 11' E cov(Z). Then, (1) (g"fl/fg("fI/))

is a proper proximate tech net; (2) (h) C=p (fiy) and (g"fl/) C=p (g~f') imply

(g"fl/fg("fI/)) C=p(g~ f~1("fI/))'

Proof. (1): Each g"fl/fg("fI/) : X ~ Z is obviously a proper 11'-continuous

function. For each 1P" -< 11' E cov(Z), g"fl/ ~ g"fl/'. By Lemma 3.4, we can obtain
"fI/

j/ -< g(1P'), g(iP') such that g"fl/(j/), g"fl/I (j/) -< 11' and g"fl/h "'p g"fl/,h for any

proper j/ -continuous function h : X ~ Y, whence g"fl/f1/ !!p g"fl/' f1/· Since (f1/)

is a proper proximate Cech net, we have h("fI/) gZ;:) f1/. Since g"fl/ (g(1P')) -< 11', it

follows that g"fl/fg("fI/) ~ g"fl/f1/. Similarly, g"fl/,fg("fI/I) ~~ g"fl/lf1/. Consequently,
"fI/

we haveg"fl/fg("fI/) "'p g"fl/lfg("fI/I).
"fI/

(2): For each 11' E cov(Z), g"fl/ "'p g~ by Lemma 4.2. By Lemma 3.4, we can
"fI/

choose j/ -< g(iP), g'(1P') so thatg"fl/(j/), g~("f/) -< iP andg"fl/h "'p g~h for any

proper j/-continuous function h : X ~ Y, whence g"fl/f1/ !!p g~f1/. Since f1/ Zp

fiy by Lemma 4.2, we have g~h ~ g~fiy by Lemma 3.3. Therefore g"fl/h ~

g~fiy. On the other hand, since (g"fl/fg("fI/)) and (g~f:'("fI/)) are proper proximate

Cech nets, we have g"fl/h("fI/} ~ g"fl/h and g~f:I("fI/) ~ g~fiy. Consequently,

g"fl/fg("fI/) ~ g~f:/("fI/)" 0
Then we can define [(g"fl/)]p 0 [(h)]p = [(g"fl/ fg(1/))]p by using a function

g : cov(Z) ~ cov(Y) such that g"fl/(g(1P')) -< iP for every 11' E cov(Z). In case

h = idy : Y ~ Y, we have [(h )]p = [(idy)]p and [(g"fl/ )]p 0 [(h )]p = [(g"fl/ )]p.

In case g"fl/ = idy : Y ~ Y, we have [(g"fl/ )]p = [(idy)]p and [(g"fl/ )]p 0 [(h )]p =
[(f1/ )]p by using g = idcov(Y). It is straightforward to see that the composition is
associative. The proof is left to the readers. Thus we obtain the category &p of
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locally compact separable metrizable spaces and proper homotopy classes of proper
proximate nets.

Replacing :!-~by (;:;;) in the definition of a proper proximate net and a proper
proximate Cech net, a pmper /l-pmxilllate /let and a pmper /l-pmxilllate Cech /let

can be defined. The pmper /l-hol/lotopy (fA.) ;;'p (gs) between proper /l-proximate
nets can be also defined by the same replacement. Similarly to Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2,
we have the following:

LEMMA 4.4. A/lY proper /l-pmxilllate /let is pmperly ll-homotopic to a pmper

/l-proximate Cech llet. 0
LEMMA 4.5. For allY two pmper II-pmxilllate Cech lIets (fy), (gr) : X -> Y,

n (1',n)
(/-1') -::=.p (gr) ifa/ldolllyiff-r ~p g-rjoreach 1/ E cov(Y). 0

The proper /l-homotopy class of a proper II-proximate net (fA.) : X -> Y is

denoted by [(f,d]~and the collection of all proper II-homotopy classes of proper 11

proximate nets is denoted by [X, Y]~pn' All the same as the composition [X, Y]ppll x
[Y: Z]pPIl -> [X, Z]ppll but using Lemma 3.11 instead of Lemma 3.4, we can defined

the composition [X, Y]~pll x [Y, Z]~pll -> [X, Z]~pn by using proper II-proximate Cech
nets as follows: [(gW )]~ 0 [(h" )];; = [(glf/ jg(IF))]~' where g : cov(Z) -> cov(Y)
is a function such that glF(g(YF)) -< 'IF for every '11/ E cov(Z). Thus we obtain

the category 9; of locally compact separable metrizable spaces proper II-homotopy
classes of proper II-proximate nets.

S. The proper II-shape theory and the tech expansion

Let ~n be the category whose objects are locally compact separable metrizable
spaces and whose morphisms are the proper /l-homotopy classes of proper maps. By

~'pol, we denote the full subcategory of ~n whose objects are spaces having the
proper ll-homotopy classes of polyhedra. The pmperll-shape category ,51'; is defined
as the category whose objects are locally compact spaces and whose morphisms from

X to Yare natural transformations from [Y, -]~ to [X, -]~ called a pmper /l-shapi/lg

(cf. [3]), where [X, -]~ is the functor from ~npol to the category of sets.
Let p : X -> X be a morphism in the pro-category pro_~n from a locally

compact space X to an inverse system X in ~'pol. We call p is an ~npol
expallsio/l of X if it satisfies the following:

• for any inverse system Y in ~'pol and any morphism q : X -> Y in pro_~'
from X to Y, there exists a unique morphism C : X -> Y in ~n such that
q = Cp.

By [16, Ch. §2, Theorem 1]' P = (P.;.)AEA : X -> X = (XA, pr, A) is an ~npol
expansion of X if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:

1. for any locally compact polyhedron P and any proper map j :X -> P, there

exist A E A and a proper map q : XA -> P such that j !!::.P qPA;
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2. for any locally compact polyhedron P and any two proper maps g, h : X;, --> P
.. 11 ;,1 11 ),'

satlsfymg gp;. ':::::-p hp;., there exists A' ~ ), such that gpi ':::::-p hp;: .

The following is Theorem 2.1 in [18]:

THEOREM5.1. The category ~'Pol is dense in .Yt;;', that is, evelY locally

compact space X admits an .x;,nPol-expallSion.

Due to [16, Ch. I, §2], this theorem guarantees the shape theory for the pair

(~', ~'Pol). By [16, Ch. I, §2, Theorem 7]' the shape category defined to the
pair (.Yt;;', ~'Pol) is isomorphic to the proper n-shape category y~'defined as the
above.

We call C(X) = (K"lI, C/>J;,cov(X)) the Cech system for X, where cov(X) is

directed by the order ['PI :::; 1/] == [J4I :>- "l Then [C(X)]~ = (K-lI, [C/>-t]~, cov(X))

is an inverse system in .Yt;;' and C/>x= ([C/>-11];)"lIECO\(X) : X --> [C(X)]~ is a morphism
in pro-.Yt;;', where C/>"11: X --> K-li is a canonical map. As mentioned in Introduction,
the same approach as in [16] cannot be available to show the following theorem. We
apply the results in §3 to prove the following theorem.

THEOREM5.2. For evelY locally compact space X, the mOlphislll C/>xin pro-~'

is an .Yt;;'Pol-expansion of X, which is called the Cech expansion of X.

Proof (1): Let f : X --> P be a proper map from X to a locally compact
polyhedron P. Since P is a locally compact ANR, there exists l' E cov(P) such that
any two ]/-close proper maps from an arbitrary space to P are proper homotopic.
ChooseYI, is. E cov(P) so that 1j is a star-refinement of l' and st 12is a Lefschetz

refinement of 11, Let '17£ E cov(X) be a refinement of f-I (12). Since flJl-lIIK~)

is a partial st12-realization of K-l/, it extends to a full 1j-realization q : K-li --> P.
. 11 11 If

Smcef = flJl"lIC/>-l/ = qf/>-lI, we havef ':::::-p q¢"l/, hencef ':::::-p qC/>ulI'

(2): Let g, h : K"l/ --> P be two proper maps from K"lI to a locally compact

polyhedronP such thatgC/>"lI ~p hC/>-lI. SinceP is a locally compactANR, there exists
'PIp E cov(P) satisfying Lemma 3.9. Let K'uu be a subdivision of KUl/ such that the

star-covering X = {St( v, K~l/) Iv E (K~lI )(O)} refines both g-l (J4Ip) and h-I (J4Ip).

Let i : K~lI --> K"lI be a simplicial approximation of the identity. Then gi ':::::-p g

and hi ':::::-p h. Let 'PI' E cov(X) be a refinement of C/>'f) (X). Then there exists a

simplicial map p : K"lI1 --> K'uu such that C/>:%I':::::-p ip. By the assumption, there exists

"'/ •.••. 11/1 (1',n) I -111) ,::; Ju such that gf/>"lIlJI1' ""p lC/>"lIlJ11'by Lemma 3.7. Since C/>"lI':::::-p ¢-11 C/>"lII,

. ("lI,II) . . _. l' "l/IO . l' "11 _

gIPC/>"l/llJI1' ,...p IllPC/>"lI1lJI1'· Since C/>"111= C/>"1IIlJ11',gIPC/>"1I1= glpC/J-'l/llJI1' and

I· l' "lI I' l' II . l' (1',n) . l' n l' . h
llpC/J"lI1 = llpC/J"l/'lJI1'. Thus, gC/>"lI ':::::-p gIPC/>"lI' ,...p 11iPC/>"lI1':::::-p hC/>"l/' whlc

implies that gC/>J; ':::::-;hC/>J;, i.e., [g]~[ C/>J;]~= [h ]~[ C/>"~]~. 0

By the above theorem, we can describe y~'by using Cech systems. A proper

fl-1Il0lphislll (/1',/) : C(X) --> C(Y) from C(X) to C(Y) consists of a function

f: cov(Y) --> cov(X) and proper maps /1' : Kf(1') --> K1" 1/ E cov(Y), satisfying
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the condition: for each 1/' -< 1/ E cov( Y) there is some %' E cov(X) such

that fJ'lC/lJ('1') ~p C/lj;'fJ'l,C/lJ(J'l')' which is equivalent to the condition: fJ'lC/lj(r) ~p

C/l~;'fJ'l/C/lj(J'l/)' The composition of proper n-morphisms (fJ'l,f) : C(X) ---. C(Y)

and (gYf/,g) : C(Y) ---. C(2) is defined by (g"lf/fg("If/),fg) : C(X) ---. C(2). Two
proper n-morphisms (f'r, f), (f~" f') : C(X) ---. C(Y) are properly n-homotopic

to each others provided for each 'Or E cov(Y) there is some %' E cov(X) such

that %' -< f(1/),f'("r) and f-rC/lJ(1') ~p f~,C/l;~J'l)' which is equivalent to the

condition: fJ'lC/lj(J'l) ~p f~/C/lf'(1/)' It should be noted that every proper n-morphism
(h, f) : C(X) ---. C( Y) is properly n-homotopic to a proper n-morphism (f'y, f') :

C(X) ---. C(Y) such that each f~, : Kj'(J'l) ---. KJ'l is simplicial. In fact, for each
h : Kj(J'l) ---. K1" we have %' -< fc'r) (say f'("I/) = %') and a simplicial map
f~, : K"l/ ---. KJ'l such that f'yC/l"l/ is contiguous (hence properly homotopic) to

hC/lj(r)' By [(f'1',f)];, we denote the proper n-homotopy class of a proper n

morphism (fJ'l, f) : C(X) ---. C(Y), which is a proper n-shape morphism from X to

Y. Thus we have the proper n-shape category .5"pn.

6. A categorical isomorphism

In this section, we construct a categorical isomorphism T/ : .5"; ---. 9;. We
start to show the following:

LEMMA 6.1. Let (h,f), (f'y,f') : C(X) ---. C(Y) be proper n-morphisms.

Then,

1. (1/1)" fJ'lC/lj('1')) is a proper n-proximate Cech net from X to Y;

2. (lJI'1'hC/lj(J'l)) ~p (lJIJ'lf'yC/lj'(J'l)) ifandonlyif(h,f) ~p (fly,f').

Proof (1): First note that each lJI1/fJ'lC/lj(J'l) : X ---. Y is a proper 1/-continuous

function. For "r' -< "1/, sinceh'C/lj(1') ~p C/lrfJ'l/C/lj(J'l/)' it follows from Lemmas
3.7 and 3.10 that

(J'l,n) J'l' J'l
lJI1,fJ'lC/lj(J'l) "'p lJIJ'lC/lJ'lfJ'l,C/lj(J'l') = lJIJ'l,fJ'lIC/lj(J'll).

Then (lJIJ'lfJ'lC/lj('1')) is a proper n-proximate Cech net from X to Y.

(2): First, assume that (fJ'l,f) ~p (f~/,f'), that is, hC/lj(1/) ~p f'yC/lj'(J'l)' for
(J'l,n)

each 1/ E cov(Y). It follows from Lemmas 3.7 and 3.10 that lJI1,fJ'lC/lj(J'l) "'p

lJIJ'lflyC/lj'(J'l) for each 1/ E cov(Y), hence (lJIJ'lhC/lj(J'l)) ~p (lJIyf'yC/lj'(J'l))·

Conversely, assume that (lJIJ'lfJ'lC/lj{J'l)) ~p (lJIJ'lf'yC/lj' (J'l))' that is, lJI1'hC/lj(J'l)

C?:,;) lJIJ'lf'y C/lj'(1/) for each 1/ E cov(Y). By Lemma 3.9, we have 1// E cov(KJ'l)

such that 1// -< 1/0 and g ("If:';) g' implies g ~p g for any proper maps g, g' : X ---.
K J'l. Let K' be a subdivision of K J'l such that the star of each vertex of K' is contained
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in some member of "1//, Then we have 1/' E COV(Y) and a simplicial isomorphism

h ' h "1/' "1/ d 'Y' (1/' ,n)
: K'Y' ~ K such t at r -< r an lz '::::.p I/>'Y/' Smce lJI'Y,f'Y'l/>f(1'1) ~p

lJI'Y'f!y,I/>J'('Y') and lzl/>'Y,(1/') -< h("f/'°) -< "1//, we have

'f 11/, f (1/,n), ' 1//'f'1 1'll/>f('Y') = 11/>'Y'lJI'Y' 'Y'l/>f('Y') ~p 11/>'Y/lJI'Y,f'Y/I/>J'(1") = 1 1"l/>f'(1'1),

hence hf'Y'l/>f('Y') (1f:,;) hf!y,l/>f'(1")' which implies lzJ-y'l/>f('Y') ;;'p lzf~/I/>J'(1'1).

Then it follows that

n 'Y' n 1

f'Yl/>f('Y) '::::.p I/>'Y f'Y'l/>f('Y') '::::.p lzf'Y'l/>f('Y') '::::.p lzj../"I/>J'('Y')

7,1 I n I
'::::.p I/>'Y f'Y/r/Jf'(1") '::::.p f1,l/>f'(1")'

which implies that J-yr/Jf('Y) '::::.p f!yl/>J' (1/) , Therefore, (J-y,J) ;;'p (J~/,J'). 0

By the above lemma, we can define 1) : Y; ~ &; by 1)(X) = X for each

object X of Y; and 1)([(J'Y,J)];) = [(lJI'Y J-yl/>f('Y) m for each proper ll-morphism
(J-y,J) : C(X) ~ C(Y).

LEMMA 6.2. 1): Y; ~ &; is afullctor.

Proof In case f = idcov(x) and fou = idKou for each o/L E cov(X), since

lJIoufoul/>f(OU) = lJIuvl/>ou ~ idx, we have 1) ([(J'Y,J)];) = [(idx)]; E [X, Y];pn'

Let (J'Y,J) : C(X) ~ C(Y) and (g1l/, g) : C(Y) ~ C(Z) be proper 11
morphisms. It can be assumed that each g1l/ is simplicial. We have to show
that

Observe that

1) ([(g1l/, g)];[(J'Y, f)];) = 1)([(g1l/fg(1I/),Jg)];) = [(lJI1I/g1l/fg(1I/)l/>fg(1//))];;

1) ([ (g1l/, g) ];) 1) ([ (J'Y,J) ];) = [(lJI1I/ g1l/I/>g(1I/)) ];[( lJI'Y J-y I/>f(1'))];

= [(lJI1I/ g1l/ I/>g(1I/) lJIg' (1I/)fg' (11/) f!>f(gl (11')) ) ];,

where g' : cov(Z) ~ cov(Y) is a function such that lJI1// g1l/f!>g(1//) (g' ("If/)) -< "1// for
each "1// E cov(Z). We may assume that g'("1//) -< g("I//) for each "1// E cov(Z).

Since each V E g'("1//) is contained in I/>:;::;)(V) E g("If/) and f!>:;::;) : Kg'(11/) ~

Kg(1I/) is simplicial, we have

( 0) ( ) ( g'(11/) ( ) 8'(11/))0 8'(1//)( 0)I/>g(1I/) lJIg'(1I/) V C I/>g(1I/) V C I/>g(1I/) I/>g(1I/) V) C I/>g(1I/) (V = I/>g(1I/) V ,

h' h' I' h " g(1I/)0 ,,8'(11/) S' .. I" I ( ("11/)0)W IC Imp lest at'l'g(1I/)lJIg'(1I/) = 'I'g(1I/)' mceg1l/1SS1mplcla,lJI1f/g1l' g II'

("II/O) "II/ h 11/ 8'(1//)-< lJI1I/ II' -< II', ence lJI1I/g1l/I/>g(1I/) lJIg'(1I/) = lJI1I/g1//f!>g(1I/) . Thus we have

1// g' (1//)

lJI1I/ g1l/ I/>g(11/) lJIg/ (1I/)fg' (11/) I/>f(g' (11/)) = lJI1I/ g 11/ f!> g( 11/) fgl (11/) I/>f(g' (11/))'
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On the other hand, (/J:;:;;)fg'(1I/)(/Jf(g'(1I/)) ~p fg(1I/)(/Jf(g(1I/)), which implies that

g' (11/) (1I/,n)

lJI1I/ g1l/ (/Jg(11/) fg' (11/) (/Jf(g' (11/)) ~p lJI1I/ g1l/ fg( 11/) (/Jf(g(1I/))

by Lemma 3.10. Consequently,

(1I/,n)

lJI1I/ g1l/ (/Jg(11/) lJIg' (1I/)fg, (11/) (/Jf(g' (11/)) ~ p lJI1I/ g1l/ fg( 11/) (/Jf(g(1I/))'

This completes the proof. 0
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THEOREM 6.3. Thefunctor T/ : ,;/; -+ &; is a categorical isomorphism.

Proof By Lemma 6.1(2), T/ gives an injection between morphisms of';/; and
ones of &;. Then it is left to show that T/ gives a surjection between morphisms of
,;/; and ones of &;.

To this end, let (f-y) : X -+ Y be a proper n-proximate Cech net. By Lemma
(1I/,n)

3.9, we have 1f/-y E cov(Kj/), 1/ E cov(Y), such that 1f/-y --< 1/0 and g ~p g'

implies g ~ p g for any proper maps g, g' : X -+ K -y. Let K;, be a subdivision of K-y

such that the star at each vertex of K!y is contained in some member of 1f/-y. There

exists j/ E cov( Y) with a simplicial isomorphism h-y : K-j/ -+ K!y such that j/ --< 1/
and h-y '::::.p (/Jr We have q1 : cov(Y) -+ cov(X) such thatf-y (q1(1/)) --< j/. For each
1/ E cov(Y), let q1-y : K<p(-Y) -+ K-j/ be a simplicial map associated with f-j/. Then

((/Jt q1-y, q1) : C(X) -+ C(Y) is a proper n-morphism. In fact, for 1/' --< 1/, choose
1/0 --< j/', j/, Let q10 : Ko/£ -+ KYo be a simplicial map associated with (/Jj/ofYo' Since

h'r(j/O) --< 1f/-y andf-y (~';) fYo,

-j/ ~ (~~
(/J-yq1j/(/J<p(-y) '::::.p h-yq1-y(/J<p(-Y) = h-y(/J-j/f-j/ ~p hj/(/J-j/fYo

11/-y Yo 11/-y Yo ~ j/o
= h-y(/J-j/ (/JYofYo = h-y(/J-j/ q1o(/Jo/£ -p (/Jj/ q1o(/Jo/£,

h m-j/ n mYo m S' '1 1 h m-j/' m n mYo mence 'l'j/q1-y(/J<p(-y) '::::.p 'I'-y q10'l'o/£' ImI ar y, we ave 'I'-Y' q1j/''I'<p(-Y') '::::.p 'I'-y,q10'l'o/£,

hence
-y' -j/' n j/' y, n-j/

(/J-y (/J-y' q1-Y'(/J<p(-Y') '::::.p (/J-y (/J-y~q1o(/Jo/£ '::::.p (/J-yq1-y(/J<p(j/).

. -j/ -y -j/ (-Y,n) i' all ( )Smce lJI-y(/J-y q1-y(/J<p(-y) = lJI-j/q1j/(/J<p(-y) = f-j/ ~p fj/ lor each r E cov Y , we
have

1J([((/Jtq1j/, q1)];) = [(lJI-y(/Jtq1-y(/J<p(-y))]; = [(f-y)];.

This completes the proof. 0

7. Approach by using multi-valued maps

In this section, we consider proper upper multi-valued functions instead of
non-continuous functions.
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Let F : X ----> Y be a multi"valued function. For A C X, we denote F(A) =
UxEA F(x) C Y. A multi-valued function F : X ----> Y is called upper semi"continuous
(u.s.c.) if for each neighborhood U of F(x) there exists a neighborhood V of x in X
such that F(V) C U. For simplicity, F is here called a fi."function if F is u.s.c. and
F(x) =f. 0 is compact for each x EX.

LEMMA 7.1. Let F : X ----> Y and G : Y ----> Z be .'l."functions. Then GF is also
a fi.-function.

Proof Let x E X and let If! be an open cover of GF(x) in Z, i.e., GF(x) =
G(F(x)) C U If!. For each y E F(x), since G(y) is compact, G(y) is covered by

finite wi, ... , Wk(y) E "fI/. Since G is U.S.C., y has an open neighborhood V:" in Y

such that G( Vy) c U~~;)wi'. Because of compactness of F(x), F(x) C U~=IVYi for
someYI,'" ,YI E F(x), whence

I I k()'j)

I U UU)'jGF(x) C G(Uj=1 V») C G(Vy) C Wi .
j=1 j=1 i=1

Thus GF(x) is compact. Moreover, since F is U.S.C., we have an open neighborhood

U of x in X such that F( U) C U~=IVYj"Then GF( U) C U If!. By the arbitrariness
of If!, this implies that GF is u.s.c. 0

A fi."function F : X ----> Y is proper if for any compact set D C Y there is a
compact set C C X such that F(X \ C) c Y \ D. For 1/ E cov(Y), F is said to be
1/ "small if there exists %' E cov(X) such that F( %') = {F( U) I U E %'} -< "//.

Two multi"valued functions F, G : X ----> Yare 1/ -close if F(x) C st( G(x), "f/) and
G(x) C st(F(x), 1/) for each x E X. Lemma 3.1 is valid for fi.-functions.

LEMMA 7.2. A fi."function F : X ----> Y is proper if it is 1/"close to a proper
fi."function G : X ----> Y for some 1/ E cov(Y).

Proof For any compact set D C Y, let D' be the closure of st(D, 1/) in Y.
Then D' is compact. Choose a compact set C C X so that G(X \ C) c Y \ D'.
For each x E X \ C, G(x) n st(D, 1/) = 0, hence st(G(x), 1~) n D = 0. Since
F(x) C st(G(x), 1/), wehayeF(x) nD = 0. Therefore,F(X\ C) C Y\D. 0

Two 1/-small proper fi.-functions F, G : X ----> Yare properly 1/"homotopic

to each others (written by F Zp G) if there is a 1/"small proper .'l."function H :
X x [0,1] ----> Y such that Ho = F and HI = G, where H,(x) = H(x, t). It is easy

to see that Zp is an equivalence relation among 1/ "small proper u.s.c. fi."functions
because of upper semi-continuity? We call H a proper 1~"small fi."homotopy from
FtoG.

Corresponding to Lemmas 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4, we have the following:

2If the upper semi-continuity is not assumed, then we have to define similarly to §3, i.e., in the
above, H is st l'-small and HI W is l'-small for some neighborhood W of X x {O, I} in X x [0, 1].
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l'
LEMMA7.3. For any two proper 1/ -small J't.-fwlctions F, G : X -+ Y, F = G

implies F Zp G.

Proof. Define H : X x [0, 1] -+ Y by Ho = F and HI = G for t > O. Since

F ~ G, for each x E X there exists V E '// such that F(x) U G(x) c V. Since
F and G are U.S.C., there exist open neighborhoods UI and U2 of x in X such that
F(UI) C V and G(U2) C V. Then H((UI n U2) x [0,1]) C V, which implies that
H is a proper j?-small J't.-homotopy from F to G. D

LEMMA7.4. Let 'IF E cov(Z) and G, G' Y -+ Z be proper 'IF -small .It

functions with G !!,~G'. Then there exists '// E cov(Y) such that GF !!:p G'F'

for any proper 1/ -small .It-functions F, FI : X -+ Y of an arbitl"my space X with

F Zp F'.

Proof. Let H' : Y x [0, 1] -+ Z be a proper 'IF -small .It-homotopy from G to
GI• Since [0, 1]is compact, we can choose l' E cov(Y) so that for each V E 'r,
there are 0 = t(; < t1' < ... < t~(V) = 1 such that each H'(V x [tL, tYJ) is
contained in some member of 'IF. Let H" : X x [0, 1] -+ Y be a proper 1/
small J't.-homotopy from F and Fl. We define fI" : X x [0,1] -+ Y x [0,1] by
fIlI(X, t) = H"(x) x {t}. Then fI" is clearly a proper .It-function. Thus we have
a proper .It-function H = HI fI" : X x [0, 1] -+ Z such that HI = H:H:' for each
t E [0,1], hence Ho = GF and HI = GIFI. Choose %' E cov(X) so that, for each

U E %', there are 0 = s~ < sf < ... < s~( U) = 1such that each H" ( U X [SJ~-l' sF])

is contained in some V E 1/. Then it can be assumed that each [st I' sYJ is contained
in some [tLI' trJ, whence each H(U x [sf:..I' sf]) is contained in in some member

'fI/
of'lf/. Thus H is 'If/-small. We can conclude GF "'p G' Fl. D

For %' E cov(X), let {Fu I U E %'} be a closed shrinking of %' (i.e.,

UUE'~ Fu = X, Fu is closed in X and Fu C U for each U E %') such that, for each
UI, ... , Un E %', n7=1 Fu f::- 0 if and only if n7=1 U f::- 0. (Recall we assume that
each U E %' is not an empty set.) We define a multi-valued function 'l' ~ : KJ7£ -+ X

by 'l'~(x) = nUEa(O) Fu C nUEaIO) U where (j is the carrier of x in K~ (i.e., (j is
o

the simplex of K~ with x E (j).

LEMMA 7.5. 'l' ~ : K~ -+ X is a proper %' -small .It-fimctiol!. II! fact,

'l'~(UO) C Uforeach U E %', hence'l'~(o;.(O) ~ %'.

Proof. Consider the graph Gr'l' %' of 'l' %':

Gr'l'%, = U{ ~ x nUEalOI Fu I (j is a simplex of KJ7£}'

It is easy to see that Gr'l'~ is closed in K%, x X, which implies that 'l'~ is u.s.c.
Hence'l' is a J't.-function.

For each compactum D C X, let %'D = {U E %' I un D f::- 0}. Since

%'D is finite, C = UUE%'D St( U, K%,) is compact. For each x E K-7£ \ C, let
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a is the carrier of x in K"I/. Since U n D = 0 for each U E a(O), we have

'¥"I/(x) = nUEcr(O) Fu C nUEcr(O) U C X \ D, which implies that '1'''1/ is proper.°
Let U E '2£. For each simplex a inK"I/ with U E a(O), '1'''1/ (a) C nVEcr(O) Fv C°

Fu C U. Since UO = U{a I U E a(O)}, we have '¥"I/(UO) C U. D

LEMMA7.6. For each '2£ E cov(X), '1'''1/ I/J"I/~ idx and I/J"I/'1' "1/ ~o idK"I/' If

,-;);',-;); "1/' "1/-a -< -a then'¥"1/I/J"I/ = '1'''1/''

Proof Since '1'''1/ I/J"I/(U) C '1'''1/ (UO) C Uforeach U E '2£, we have '¥"I/I/J"I/ ~

idx. Since I/J"I/'1'''1/ (UO) C I/J"I/(U) C UO for each U E '2£, we have I/J"I/'1'''1/ ~o

idK"I/' For each U E '2£',

'1'''1/' (UO) cUe I/J:f{ (U) and '¥"I/I/J:ff' (UO) C '1'''1/ (I/J:ff' (ut) C I/J:ff' (U).

h "1/' "1/ U1T en'¥"1/I/J"I/ = T"I/'. D

Let 1/ E cov( Y) and n E N u {oo}. Two proper 1/ -small -R-functions F, G :

X -+ Yare properly 1/ -small n-homotopic (written by F ('~:;) G) if there is some

'2£ E cov(X) such thatF('2£), G('2£) -< 1/andF'¥"I/IK~ Zp G'¥"I/IK.~) (F'¥"I/ Zp

G'¥"I/ in case n = 00). Then F'¥"I/'IK~l, Zp G'¥"I/'IK~, for every '2£' -< '2£ E

cov(X). In fact, since '1'''1/ I/J:ff' !1p '1'''1/' and I/J:ff' is continuous, it follows that

F'¥"I/'IK~, Zp F'¥"I/l/JtIK~, Zp G'¥"I/l/JtIK~), Zp G'¥"I/'IK~l,.

I . h hi' ("Y,n). . I I . h ft IS easy to see t at t e re atlon "'p IS an eqUlva ence re atl0n on t e set 0 proper
1/-small-R-functions from X to Y.

Corresponding to Lemma 3.6, we have the following:

LEMMA7.7. For any proper 1/-small .~-functions F, G : X -+ Y, F Zp G if
. ("Y,oo) "Y. . ("Y,n)

and only ifF "'p G. Hence, F "'p G uuplles F "'p G for every n E N

Proof First, assume F Zp G. f3y Lemma 7.4, we have '2£ E cov(X) such that

D\H "Y lH h' ("Y,OO) G I ("Y,OO) Ch ,-;);r T"I/ "'p GT"I/, t at IS, F "'p . Converse y, assume F "'p G. oose -a E
"Y "Y

cov(X) SO that then F('2£), G('2£) -< 1/ and F'¥"I/ "'p G'¥"I/. Then F'¥"I/I/J"I/ "'p

G'¥"I/I/J"I/ by Lemma 7.4. Since'¥"1/I/J"I/ !1p idx by Lemmas 7.6 and 7.3, it follows
"1/ "Y "1/

that F "'p F'¥"YI/J"I/ "'p G'¥"I/I/J"Y ""'p G. D

For each 1/-small -R-function F : X -+ Y, we define similarly simplicial map

((J : K"I/ -+ K"y associated with F, that is, f( U) C ((J (U) E 1/ = K~). Similarly to
Lemma 3.8, we have
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LEMMA 7.8. Let F : X ---> Y be a Y-small R-function and ({J: Kuu ---> Kj/ a

simplicial map associated with F. Then, ({JC/Juu~ C/J"rFand 'I'''r({JC/Juul;;; F. Hence,

if F is proper then so is ({J. D
Corresponding to Lemmas 3.10 and 3.11, we have the following:

LEMMA 7.9. Let G, G' : Y ---> Z be 1J'-small .ft-functions with G ('!:;;) G',

(• (j/,n)where 1// E COy Z). Then there eXists Y E cov( Y) such that GF ""p G' F' for any

proper Y -small R-functions F, F' : X ---> Y of an arbitrary space X with F ('!:;;) F'.

() 1//
Proof. Choose 1/ E cov(Y) so that F(Y), G(Y) --< 1// and G'I'j/iK; ""p

G''I'j/IK~). For two proper Y-small R-functions F, F' : X ---> Y, suppose that

F(Cil/), F'(Cil/) --< 1/ and F'I'uuIK¥;) :!:p F''I'uuIK¥;). Let ({J : K"7/ ---> K'r be a

simplicial map associated with F. Since ((J(K¥;)) C K~), it follows from Lemmas
7.4 and 7.3 that

GF'¥ uuIK¥;) !!,~G'I' j/ ({JC/Juu'I' uu IK¥;) ~ G' 'I' )'.'({JC/Juu'I' "7/ IK~

!!,~G' F'¥ uu IK¥;) ~ G' F''I' uu IK¥;).

The lemma is proved. D

A proper Cech (n-)lIlulti-net (Fj/) : X ---> Y is a net of proper Y-small R

functions F j/ : X ---> Y indexed by the directed set cov( Y) such that F j/ :!:p
(j/,n) v •

Fj/' (Fj/ ""p Fj/') for Y' --< Y E cov(Y). Two proper Cech (n- )multl-nets

(Fj/), (Gj/) : X ---> Y are properly (n-)holllotopic if Fj/ :!:p Gj/ (Fj/ (~';) Gj/)

for each Y E cov(Y). By [(Fj/ )]p ([(Fj/ )]~), we denote the proper (n- )homotopy
classes of proper Cech (n- )multi-nets. Similarly to Section 4, we can discuss by
using (n- )multi-nets indexed by arbitrary directed sets, but for simplicity, we use
only Cech (n- )multi-nets which are indexed by open covers.

LEMMA 7.10. Let (F j/), (F'.y) : X ---> Y and (G1f/), (G~) : Y ---> Z
be proper Cech lIlulti-nets and g, g' : cov(Z) ---> cov(Y) functions such that

G1f/(g(1//)), G'1f/(g'(1//)) --< 1// for each 1// E cov(Z). Then, (1) (G1f/Fg(1f/))

is a proper Cech multi-net; (2) (Fj/) C:=p (F'.y) and (G1f/) C:=p (G~) imply

(G1f/Fg(1f/)) C:=p (G~F~'(1f/))'

Proof. (1): By Lemma 7.1, each G1f/Fg(1f/) is a proper R-function. For each
, 11/. g(1I/) g(1I/')

1// --< 1// E cov(Z), G1I/ ""p G1f/" Smce Fg(1f/) ""p Fj/ ""p Fg(1I/') for each

Y --< g(1f'), g(1//'), it follows from by Lemma 7.4 that G1I/Fg(1f/) ~ G1f/,Fj/ ~

G1f/' Fg(1I/).

) 11/,. g(1f/) g(1f/'), g(1I/')(2 : For each 1f' E cov(Z), G1f/ ""p G1I/' Smce Fg(1f/) ""p F j/ ""p F j/ ""p

F~(1I/')' it follows from Lemma 7.4 that G1f/Fg(1f/) ~ G1f/Fj/ 1!:p G~F'.y 1!:p
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GlI-F~("fI/')" 0
For any properCech multi-net (Gyp') : Y -+ Z and ,/ E cov(Z), since each Gyp'

is U.S.C., there exists a function g : cov(Z) -+ cov(Y) such that G:ftI(g(If")) -< If/.
By Lemma 7.10, we can define [(Gyp')]p 0 [(F)'/)]p = [(G"fI/Fg(1'))]P' Thus we
obtain the category .4'tp of locally compact separable metrizable space and proper
homotopy classes of proper Cech multi-nets.

Replacing Zp by (~';), we can define vlt; of locally compact separable metriz
able space and proper n-homotopy classes of proper Cech n-multi-nets.

We can also define 1/' : Y; -+ .4(; similar to 1/ by 1/'(X) = X for each
object X of .:;e; and 1/'([(11',1)];) = [('¥-;'hC/lf()'/))]; for each proper n-morphism
(f)'/,f) : C(X) -+ C( Y). By the same arguments of Section 5, we have the following

THEOREM 7.11. 1/':.:;e; -+ .4't; is a categorical isomOlphism. 0

8. Remarks on the n-shape theory

In this section, spaces are not assumed to be locally compact.
Let yt'n be the n-homotopy category whose objects are spaces in a suitable class

(here is considered the class of separable metrizable spaces or the class of compact
Hausdorff spaces). By yt'npol, we denote the full subcategory of yt'n whose objects
are spaces having the n-homotopy classes of polyhedra. The n-shape category .:;en
is defined as the category whose objects are same as yt'n and whose morphisms
from X to Yare natural transformations from [Y,_]n to [X, _]n called an-shaping,
where [X, _]n is the functor from yt'npol to the category of sets. On the other hand,
if the category yt'npol is dense in yt'n (i.e., every space in the considered class
has an yt'nPol-expansion), then it follows from [16, Ch.I, §2, Theorem 7] that the
n-shape category .:;en defined as above is isomorphic to the shape theory for the pair
(yt'n, yt'npol) discussed in [16, Ch.I, §2]. Thus the following question is important:

Does every space X in the considered class have an yt'"Pol-expansion?
Or, is the Cech expansion of X an yt'nPol-expansion?

Here the Cech expansion of X means the morphism in pro_yt'n below:

C/lx = ([C/l"l£ ]")"l£Ecov(X) : X -+ [C(X)]" = (K"l£, [C/l~]n, cov(X)).

In case spaces are separable metrizable, removing the words "proper(ly)"
and "locally compact", we can obtain the same results on the n-shape category of
separable metrizable spaces as the previous sections. But now Lemmas 3.1 and 7.2
are nonsense. Spaces cannot be considered any longer as closed sets in Q \ {pt}.
Hence we have to make some changes in the proof of the corresponding result to
Lemma 3.7. In the proof of Lemma 3.7, replace Q \ {pt} by AR's Mx and My

which contain X and Y as closed sets, respectively. Now we consider Xc Mx C Q.
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Then, since ~-I(X) is a closed set in ~-I(Mx) and ~1~-I(Mx) : ~-I(Mx) -> Mx
is n-invertible by the definition of n-invertibility, we can obtain the result by the
same arguments. Among the same results as previous sections, we can answer
affirmatively to the above question in case X is separable metrizable.

THEOREM 8.1. For any separable metrizable space X, the Cech expansion of X
is an JjfnPol-expansion, that is, the morphism I/Jx in pro-Jjfn is an JjfnPol-expansion
ofX.

In case spaces are compact Hausdorff, let cov(X) be the collection of all finite
covers of X. Now, spaces are non-metrizable, but it can be assumed that a canonical
map I/Jo/i' : X -> Ko/i' satisfies the condition that I/Jo/i' (U) c Uo for each U E %'

and I/J.;I(~) i- 0 for each simplex a of Ko/i'. In fact, let (ku)uE"~ be a partition of
unity on X subordinated by %' and let Vu = kUI((O, 1]) for each U E %'. Then
we have 1/ = {Vu t U E %', Vu i- 0} -< %'. We define I/J", : X -> K", by

I/J--r(x) = LUEo/i' ku(x)Vu E K",. Then I/J", : X -> K", is a canonical map satisfying
the above condition. Therefore, the subcollection of cov(X) satisfying the above
condition is cofinal in cov(X).

Similarly to the above, we can obtain the same results on the n-shape category
of compact Hausdorff spaces as the previous sections. However, by the same reason
as the above, we need to prove the corresponding result to Lemma 3.7. By [12,
Theorem 9]' for any cardinal!" and n E N, there exists a compact Hausdorff space
D~ with a map ~: : D~ -> IT onto the Tychonoff cube IT such that

1. the weight of D~ is !"and dim D~ = n;

2. D~ E AE(n - 1) nAE(n - 2, n) n LCn-1 n cn-I;

3. D~ is universal in the class of spaces of the weight!" and the dimension ~ n;

4. ~: is (n - 1)-soft, (n - 2, n )-soft and polyhedraln-soft;
5. ~: is universal in the class of maps between spaces of the weight!" and the

dimension ~ n,
where the dimension is the Lebesgue covering dimension. For the definition of
each term above, refer to [12J. We can apply this map ~,; : D~ -> IT to prove the
following:

n

LEMMA 8.2. Let X and Y be compact Hausdorff. For maps f, g : X -> Y, f ~ g
. . (1/,n)
llllplzes f '" g for every 1/ E cov( Y).

Proof. Embed X into the Tychonoff cube IT, where!" is the weight of X. Let~,; :
D~ -> IT be the map above. For each Z C IT, we denoteZ = (~,;)-I(Z) c D~. Since

- n - _ - _

dimX = n andf ~ g, it follows thatR,;IX ~ g~,;IX, hence l/J",f~,;tX ~ l/J",g~,;tX.

Since K", is a neighborhood extensor for normal spaces, the maps I/J", f and I/J",g

extend to maps f', g' : N -> K"" respectively, where N is an open neighborhood
of X in IT. Replacing N with a smaller one if necessary, we can assume that
f'~,;IN ~ g'~,;1N- Choose"fl/ E cov(N) so thatf'(st1P"), g'(st"fl/) -< 1/0. Since N
is LCn-l, 11' has an open refinement "fI/' such that any partial "fI/'-realization of an
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arbitrary n-dimensional simplicial complex extends to a full "/1/ -realization. Choose

'PI E cov(X) so that st'PI --< "/f/'. Then lJf~ IK~l is a partial "/f/' -realization of

Kt;;), hence it extends to a full "/1/-realization h : K!;) -t N. Since ~: is polyhedral

n-soft, we have h : KY;) -t D~ such that ~,~h = h, whence h(K~)) c N. Then

f'J:TJ- 'J:TJ- 0 h h h d J stYf' ,f, ~·d h J stYI' ·d':m I ~ g ':>n l. n t e ot er an, llP~ = lJf~ 'I'~ = I x, ence llP"l/ ,..., I x·
_ yO _ 1,0 1,0

Thenf'~:hIP"l/ =f'hIP"l/ ,..., f',andsimilarlyg'~:hIP"l/ ,...,g'. Therefore,f' ,...,g',

which implies

IPYflJf"l/IK~l =f'lJf"l/IK~) ~o g'lJf"l/IK~l = IP1'glJf"ltIK~1.

Since lJfY IPY J:: idy and lJf1/ C'yo) --< 'Or, it follows that

flJf~ IK~) J:: lJfY IP1/flJf"l/ IKi;l ::- lJf1'IP1' glJf"l/ IKi;l ~ glJf"lt IK\;l.
. (Y,n)

ThIs means that f ,...,g. 0

Among the same results as previous sections, we have the affirmative answer
to the above question in case X is compact Hausdorff.

THEOREM 8.3. For any compact HausdorjJspace X, the Cech expansion of X is
an yt'nPol-expansion, that is, the morphism IPx in pro_yt'n is an yt'nPol-expansion
ofX.

We shall finish the paper with pointing out that, if Lemma 3.7 could be extended
to more general spaces than the above, then we could weaken the restriction for
spaces.

Theorem 8.1 is valid for non-separable metrizable spaces. To see this, it suffices
to prove Lemma 3.7 for non-separable metrizable spaces. This can be shown as
follows: For an arbitrary metrizable space X, there exists a convex set K in a Banach
space E such that X can be embedded in K as a closed set and E has the same weight
as X. Then, E is an n-invertible image of n-dimensional completely metrizable
universal space P with the same weight as E by Theorem 3.8 of the following paper:

A. Chigagidze and V. Valov, Universal maps and surjective characterization of
completely metrizable Len-spaces, Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 109 (1990), 1125-1133.

Hence, K is an n-invertible image of a subspace of P. Thus, we can similarly
prove Lemma 3.7 for non-separable metrizable spaces.
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